We investigate in this paper the dynamics and the method of generating fractal images for Ishikawa iteration procedure. The geometry of relative superior Julia sets are explored for Ishikawa iteration.
INTRODUCTION
Many authors have presented the papers on several "orbit traps" rendering methods to create the artistic fractal images. An orbit trap is a bounded area in complex plane into which an orbiting point may fall. Motivated by this idea of "orbit traps", this paper introduces the different types of orbit traps for Ishikawa iteration procedure. It is well known that Julia sets of 2 1 nn z az c are connected and bounded for a and c. So, we consider them as orbit traps and explore their relative fractal images. In functional dynamics, we have existence of two different types of points. Points that leave the interval after a finite number are in stable set of infinity. Points that never leave the interval after any number of iterations have bounded orbits.
PRELIMINARIES
So, an orbit is bounded if there exists a positive real number, such that the modulus of every point in the orbit is less than this number. This proves the theorem. 
Corollary3.8:
Assume that Here we observe that the value converges to a fixed point after 19 iterations 
FIXED POINTS

Fixed points of quadratic polynomial
GENERATION OF RELATIVE SUPERIOR JULIA SETS:
We generated the Relative Superior Julia sets. We present here some beautiful filled Relative Superior Julia sets for quadratic, cubic and biquadratic function. 
